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Whales  and  dolphins  use  acoustics  as  their  primary  means  for  environmental  imaging,
navigation, and communication. Way-finding and foraging rely both on acoustics and other cues,
for example, oceanographic conditions at the sub-meso, meso and macro scales to locate prey
aggregations,  and  then  more  fine  scale  techniques  are  used  to  successfully  feed.  These
assumptions underpin the work of the MEOPAR-funded Whale Habitat and Listening Experiment
(WHaLE), a partnership between researchers from Dalhousie University, the University of Victoria
(UVIC,  P.I.  D.  Duffus),  University  of  British Columbia (UBC, P.I.  S.  Waterman),  Ocean Tracking
Network (OTN), Ocean Networks Canada (ONC), Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO, P.I. T.
Ross), JASCO Applied Sciences, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI), among others, to
protect whales by mapping presence and abundance of species, defining important habitats in
Canadian waters, and mitigating disruption from anthropogenic activity. We use a combination of
bottom  moored  hydrophones  and  autonomous  mobile  acoustic  and  oceanographic  data
platforms to refine our understanding of whale spatial use, seasonality, and those variables that
together  describe  habitat  quality.  The  AUVs  in  particular  are  being  used  to  survey  remote
offshore areas, allowing us to connect coastal and open-ocean systems. 

Whale  populations  and  distribution  was  much  disturbed  by  prolific  commercial  whaling
throughout the north Pacific. Although some populations have shown recovery, for others we
have little evidence of recruitment or recolonization.  For example, the sei whale, once the most
abundant baleen whale species in Pacific Canadian waters, has had only a handful of possible
sightings since the cessation of whaling in the late 1960s. 

Little is known about the populations and habitat use of large whales on the west coast of British
Columbia and much needed surveys are expensive and often weather limited. Our solution is to
use autonomous ocean gliders to capture habitat features, and integrate oceanographic data,
prey  conditions,  and whale  presence,  to  create  a  picture  of  whale  distribution  patterns  and
ecology  in  the  open  ocean.  This  opens  up  the  possibility  to  study  remote  and  previously
unexplored locales.  Our team’s gliders are buoyancy-driven autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUV), which move at approximately 1km/hr to profile the water column as they descend and
ascend in a see-saw motion. The glider periodically surfaces on a pre-programmed schedule to
relay its position as well as sensor and diagnostic data.

Figure 1: Glider deployment from March 2016 (L) and February 2017 (R). The DMON is visible
protruding ahead of the nose of the glider (Photo credit: Whale Lab, Uvic).
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Spring  2016  saw  our  initial  deployment  on  the  BC  coast.  We  deployed  a  single  glider
instrumented with a low-frequency (>1000 Hz) digital acoustic monitoring device (DMON, WHOI),
as well as a CTD, and high frequency echosounder (Figure 1). The glider was tasked to explore
the continental shelf and shelf break waters off Clayoquot Sound, west coast Vancouver Island.
Whale  presence  was  identified  by vocalizations,  each then annotated with  habitat  and  prey
conditions. It was a mission of exploration into an area of historic whale presence (Figure 2). 

The mandate for this deployment was simple – cover as much ground as possible, with special
reference to areas with topographical features or relief that may encourage prey aggregation.
Indeed, analysis of the acoustics data shows whales focused around the submarine canyons,
particularly  the head of  the canyons,  and as  expected,  most  vocalization is  associated with
zooplankton swarms.   

Figure 2: Example of a section of glider track analyzed: track shown on upper right, with water
depth contours, and lower left with whale calls depicted with star icons. For whale calls indicated
by purple stars on glider track (lower right) temperature, salinity, density and scattering volume
measurements are shown (left).

This  pioneering  first  mission  was  followed in  spring  2017 by  a  more  detailed  survey of  the
Clayoquot Canyon by a co-ordinated glider ‘fleet’ (Figure 1, 3). The goals of this mission were
two-fold: to confirm this area as a biological ‘hotspot’ attracting large whale species to forage,
and to refine our understanding of the oceanographic processes that create good quality habitat.
Three  gliders  were  deployed  with,  between  them,  capabilities  to:  detect  and  record  whale
vocalizations, localize prey aggregations, measure irradiance and phytoplankton presence, and
profile turbulence. Together this allows us to resolve transfers of energy along trophic levels,
from  mechanisms  of  mixing,  upwelling  and/or  turbulence  affecting  phyto-  and  zooplankton
species, to the apex whale predators. This deployment was also our first to test real-time whale
detections using Iridium satellite systems to transmit a distilled version of whale vocalizations in
the  form of  a  frequency-contour,  or  ‘pitch  track’,  with  species  identity  markers  to  on-shore
analysts. 
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Figure 3: ‘The fleet’, from left to right: Slocum glider with Microrider, oxygen, fluorescence, and
backscatter sensors, and CTD. Capacity to dive to 1000m; Slocum glider with irradiance, oxygen,
and backscatter sensors, and CTD. Capacity to dive to 350m; Slocum glider with echosounder,
CTD, and acoustic capabilities (DMON not shown, see Figure 1). Capacity to 200m. Note wings,
to balance pitch and roll, are missing. (Photo credit Whale Lab, UVIC).

We focussed survey time in Clayoquot Canyon, transecting up and down the canyon as well as
observing cross-canyon influence by zig-zagging perpendicular to the canyon walls.  Transects
outside the canyon were also conducted to allow for inside-outside comparisons. Being a slow-
moving platform, at times the gliders were at the mercy of the coastal currents, or eddies at the
canyon head, and were deflected from the planned route (Figure 4). 

The analysis of the data will be multifaceted. Although individually each glider can tell a rich
story, integration of the datasets is where this mission comes into its own. Here the sentinels do
not just survey concurrently, but are designed to complement each other to inform the overall
picture of the canyon region as whale habitat for recovering populations. Enhanced productivity
of submarine canyons may result from prey aggregated by water movements and internal waves
(Allen et al. 2001, Allen & Durrieu de Madron 2009), heightened nutrient loading due to greater
mixing (Kunze et al. 2002), or upwelling (Bosley et al. 2004). The strength and depth of presence
of upwelling processes will be determined from data collected on the surface, shelf and deep
water  flows  in  and  surrounding  the  canyon.  In  addition,  water  masses  identified  by  CTD
measures can be overlaid on topographical elevation maps to outline regions of accumulation or
transportation  of  organic  matter.  This  high-resolution  capture  of  the  underwater  regions  of
Clayoquot Canyon can go some way to explaining the apparent attraction to these areas by large
whale  species,  mediated by zooplanktonic  presence  and abundance.  Net  tows from stations
within and neighbouring the survey area during the deployment will aid species identification of
backscatter  data,  with  species  of  copepods,  krill,  mysids,  swarming  amphipods,  and  salp
tunicates collected from the water column.

Preliminary findings from the 2017 deployment data again show whale calls  focussed in the
canyon, and along the shelf break. These are predominantly large baleen whale calls, likely fin
whale (Figure 5), with some calls from this and the previous deployment tentatively identified as
sei  and  blue  whales.  In  more  coastal  waters  humpbacks  dominate  the  soundscape,  with
migrating gray whales also heard.  Full verification of real-time whale calls is upcoming over the
next few months from the UVIC team. Team members from UBC, DFO, and ONC will likewise be
filling in the blanks on oceanographic systems from physical and chemical structure to planktonic
response.  They  will  explore  further  the  role  of  canyons  as  regions  of  enhanced  biological
productivity,  and  as  a  conduit  of  exchange  between  the  open  ocean  and  continental  shelf
systems.  We  will  meet  at  the  middle  to  shape  and  fine  tune  our  knowledge  of  the  whale
ecosystems on the coast.
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Figure 4: Final survey routes of the three gliders from February 2017 deployment. White track is
the 1000m capable glider (375km), red track is the 350m capable glider (360km), yellow track is
the 200m capable glider (328km).  Source Google Earth, R Burnham.

Figure 5: Real-time time whale detections from 2017 deployment, showing here those identified
by the  detection  system as  fin  whale  calls  along the 200m capable  glider  path.  Source M.
Baumgartner, WHOI.

For large whale species to recover we need to know the current situation with the remaining
populations,  and  more  about  the  influence  of  shipping  noise,  vessel  traffic  and  ecological
conditions.  Physical ocean forces create the canvas on which our “particles”, from micrometers
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to tens of metres in size, interact, and this integration from measuring turbulence eddies to fin
whales is a unique way to explore and better manage the whale ecosystems. At its most basic
we  are  re-forming  an  idea  of  baseline  whale  populations  and  presence,  with  the  use  of
acoustically equipped gliders. The ultimate vision is for gliders to become part of a monitoring
network that could be used in real-time as a means to minimize disturbance of whales in critical
habitat and mitigate vessel strikes.
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CNC-SCOR Western Tour Speaker

The 2016-2017 Western annual CNC-SCOR tour speaker is Dr. C.J. Mundy from the University of
Manitoba.  He will presenting a talk titled: Arctic spring: key processes influencing timing
of primary production in ice-covered waters.

Dr.  Mundy seeks  to  understand variability
and change in the Arctic marine ecosystem
due  to  climate  change  and  the  resulting
loss  of  sea  ice.  In  particular,  he  studies
physical  and  biological  processes
controlling the timing, location, magnitude,
and fate  of  primary  producers  in  the  ice-
covered environment.

Climate  warming  and  the  rapidly
disappearing  Arctic  sea  ice  cover  have
imposed  new  variability  and  likely
directional  change  on  the  Arctic  marine
ecosystem. Improving our understanding of

variability  and  change  in  the  polar  marine  ecosystem  in  the  face  of  a  rapidly  changing
environment underpins my current research goals. My research has a particular focus on primary
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